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This report includes an outline of the work and discussions 
undertaken with respect to the IDRC LANDSAT Tanzania Project during the 
consultancy period August 14 - September 17. 1977. The outline consists 
of factual accomplishments, descriptions of work in progress, and some 
personal observations. The report also includes a question about the 
completion of cartographical work which IDRC will likely be asked to 
act on in the next few months. 
According to contract (March 21, 1977), the requirement of this 
period of consultancy was "to travel to Dar es Salaam in the Rukwa Region 
of Tanzania to assist the Bureau of Resource Assessment and Land Use 
Planning (BRALUP) LANDSAT Project Team in setting up its reconnaissance 
ground observations, definition of mapping units, and delineation of broad 
ecological zones". As the report will indicate, this requirement was 
fully met and several additional tasks accomplished as well. The reported 
items presented belo~ are arranged more or less by subject matter and not 
necessarily in the chronological order that they were completed. 
Item 1 Visit to Plessey Rada_r Research Centre, 
Havant, Hampshire, P09 2PE, England 
BRALUP maintains ties with the British Remote Sensing Society 
through which they were introduced to researchers in the remote sensing 
section of Plessey, a private electronics and telecommunications company 
whose remote sensing research is highly subsidized by the British Government. 
Over the past few years Plessey has been involved in the development of 
a digital image processor and intends to begin marketing it in the next 





















respects to the IMAGE 100 system at the Canada Centre for Remote Sensing 
(CCRS) currently being employed in the LANDSAT Tanzania Project. As one 
might expect, Plessey feels that their system will be superior to the 
IMAGE 100 system built by General Electric and the other digital image 
processors now on the market. 
A LANDSAT computer compatible tape (CCT) from the Rukwa Region 
of Tanzania (Scene No. 81049072515) was taken to Havant to make a comparison 
for future Tanzanian reference. Mr. Owen E. Morgan, Director of the Plessey 
Remote Sensing and Image Analysis Unit, very kindly provided time and 
documentation (examples in Appendix A) for a technical discussion of the 
IDP 3000 system. An attempt was made to load the Rukwa CCT into the system. 
Unfortunately the attempt was not successful because, while the CCT was 
in normal NASA format, the IDP 3000 system is capable of accepting British 
formatted CCTs only at this time. The demonstration proceeded using pre-· 
loaded CCTs. 
At the present time and in the present configuration the IDP 3000 
system is not superior to systems such as the IMAGE 100. However, it will 
be if the Plessey researchers are able to build in their planned spatial 
and textural algorithms~ That is, in addition to the multispectral data 
characteristic of LANDSAT and other imagery, spatial and textural features 
of an image will be used for interpretation in a manner similar to air 
photo interpretation. These impressions were conveyed to the.BRALUP 
LANDSAT Project Team. 
Item 2 LANDSAT-C Applications Notice 
LANDSAT-C is planned for launch in late 1977 or early 1978. 





















of interest fall within the range of one of the existing ground receiving 
stations. Users whose areas of interest fall outside these ranges, e.g. 
Tanzania, will be required to submit requests for special coverage. The 
NASA Applications Notice outlining the information required fer such a 
request was delivered to BRALUP and brief discussions held concerning the 
acquisition of Tanzanian LANDSAT imagery in the future. 
Item 3 Delivery of LANDSAT Imagery 
The last purchase of Tanzanian LANDSAT imagery made through 
Laurentian University/IDRC was delivered to BRALUP. This imagery was in 
the form of 70 mm positive "chips" compatible with the I 2s additive colour 
viewer purchased for the LANDSAT Tanzania Project. Except for the CCTs 
of Rukwa and related documentation all of the LANDSAT images that were 
purchased through Laurentian University/IDRC are now in BRALUP's hands. 
Item 4 Equipment 
The equipment that was ordered and received by BRALUP for the 
LANDSAT Tanzania Project was inspected and is in satisfactory working order. 
·Unfortunately all of the equipment that was ordered has not been delivered 
(see'copy of telegram in Appendix B). Particularly annoying is the non-
arrival of the densitometer. 
Item 5 Map and Report Preparation 
The Rukwa field work is progressing more slowly than anticipated 





















BRALUP has not yet given adequate consideration to the forms in which the 
project's data and interpretations will be reported. After some prodding 
a tentative list of maps were identified as being pertinent to the project 





Land· Systems & Regions/Soils 
Vegetation 
1: 500,000 or 
1: 1,000,000 
Land Suitabilities** 
a) village agriculture/crops 
b) parastatal farming & ranching 
c) refugee -settlements 
d) forestry & wildlife 







Rainfall (Mean Annual) 
Rainfall Probability 
Village Settlements 
Given the nature of the LANDSAT imagery over Rukwa Region 
and the amount of field data being gathered, BRALUP has 
wisely considered using a scale of 1: 500,000 for the 
three principal maps instead of the originally proposed 
scale of 1: 250,000. It should also be noted that a Land 
Use map is not listed as the LANDSAT imagery that exists 
for Rukwa Region is not capable of providing a solid data 
base for such mapping. 
These may appear as separate maps or combinations. For, 
example, the village agriculture/crops maps could appear 
as a series of land suitability maps of separate crops, i.e. 






















With respect to the writing of reports, primary responsibilities 
will be: hydrology and climate - J. Ngana; land systems, slope, geology, 
etc. - B. King; soils - C. Rombulow-Pearse and B. King; vegetation - I. 
Kikula; land suitabilities - BRALUP project staff. Again, unfortunately, 
I. I 
BRALUP has not yet considered whether there will be a single project)or 
several volumes dealing with the separate themes. 
Item 6 Vegetation Mapping 
A great deal of time was spent with I. Kikula examining his 
field notes and his field comparisons with the data on ground cover 
provided by the IMAGE 100 analysis undertaken earlier at CCRS. On the basis 
of these discussions a progranune of supervised and unsupervised analysis 
with the IMAGE 100 system was drawn up to be completed at CCRS in the 
period October 12 - 18, 1977. The work in this area of the project will 
be fully detailed in the report due at the end of October. 
Item 7 Soil Classification and Description 
At the present time BRALUP does not have a staff member with 
the knowledge and skills to undertake a proper soil survey. Fortunately, 
however, they have secured the co-operation of the Uyole Agricultural 
' 
Centre (Mbeya) for this purpose. While this Centre primarily provides 
teaching and extension services it also has a small capacity for field 
research. In addition, Rukwa Region does fall within their sphere of 
responsibilities for agricultural extension work and this has led to their 
par~icipation in the Rukwa project. 





















BRALUP, the Uyole Soil Research Officer, Mr. C. Rombulow-Pearse, and his 
Tanzanian assistants, Mr. Kamasho and Mr. Ley, have been collecting field 
data and soil samples in the Rukwa Region. While Mr. Rornbulow-Pearse and 
,_ .! -
11.Lb assistants were in Dar es Salaam and Hlingano (see below), Aug. 25 - 30, 
the soils information that had been collected was reviewed. Happily, the 
data in its present form is up to intern~tional standards although it 
requires supporting laboratory anlayses. In these discussions it was 
decided to classify the soils using the three systems currently being used 
in Tanzania: the D'Hoore system employed for the Soil Map of Africa; the 
Soil Taxonomy system of the USDA, often referred to as the 7th Approximation; 
and the system recently created for the Soil Map of the World by the FAQ 
and UNESCO. Further, it was decided to produce the land suitability 
interpretations along the lines of the new FAQ land suitability framework. 
An excellent opportunity to discuss the details of the Rukwa 
soil survey as well as Tanzanian soil surveys generally was provided by 
attending the Soils and Fertilizer Use Co-ordinating Committee Meetir:!.B_, 
August 29 - 30. This meeting was held at the Mlingano Agricultural Research 
Institute which is located a few kilometres from Tanga in northeastern 
Tanzania. 
This Committee meets annually to critically review the previous 
year's and the corning year's research work on soils conducted by Tanzania's 
agricultural research institutes and various parastatal bodies. It then 
makes recommendations to the Ministry of Agriculture concerning the types 
of research that should be supported. Dr. King, Mr. Rornbulow-Pearse, and I 
presented an outline of the Rukwa soils work emphasizing the use of LANDSAT 





















Mlingano is the headquarters of the Tanzanian National Soil 
Service. At present, the Soil Survey Section, which has been in existence 
for only a very short time, is headed by an FAQ Soils Expert, Mr. E.J. 
Espinosa. Very useful discussions were held with Mr. Espinosa as weli as 
a Mr. E. DePauw (FAQ Associate Soils Expert) on the topics of the FAQ soils 
and land suitability classification systems. 
The Mlingano visit also provided the opportunity to arrange for 
the chemical analysis of some Rukwa soil samples. The work will be done 
under the direction of Mr. R.G. Menon, FAQ Soil Chemist. 
Item 8 Remote Sensing Familiarization Workshop 
On September 12 a full-day workshop on the characteristics and 
use of LANDSAT imagery was presented by BRALUP (the agenda and my paper 
prepared a couple of days before are included in Appendix C). Selected 
University and Government people were invited in an attempt to interest 
Tanzanians in the use of satellite/remote sensing imagery. 
Although the workshop was relatively well attended, BRALUP was 
disappointed at the absence of any representation from what might be 
-1 
considered oru!the major potential users of the technology, the Ministry of 
/1 
Agriculture. 
Item 9 Visit to IDRC Nairobi Office 
September 15 - 16 was spent in Nairobi where Mr. Robert LeBlond 
was briefed on the matters conta~ned in this report. In addition, 
discussions were held on the planned IDRC LANDSAT meeting to be held in 





















Item 10 Question Re. Cartography 
BRALUP is very concerned about its ability to produce and print 
the maps that are to.be prepared for the LANDSAT project. In the first 
instance, they do not now employ a cartographer/draftsman. The University 
of Dar es Salaam has allocated BRALUP such a position and they have been 
advertising it for several months. BRALUP has received very few applicants 
and those who have applied have been judged to be incompetent. In the 
second instance, BRALUP is not confident that even if the cartography/ 
drafting were to be done in Tanzania that the printing of the maps would 
get completed within a year - certainly not before July, 1978, the concluding 
date of the LANDSAT project. BRALUP is posing the question "Can this work 
be done in Canada or elsewhere?". 
This question raises a number of possibly conflicting objectives. 
For BRALUP's part, the most desireable map product would be in a form 
consisting of one to three colours using screening with a production run 
of 250 to 350 copies. Less desireable but acceptable would be a map 
product in black and white using overlays with half-tone screens or patterns 
(the same number of copies). These relatively sophisticated forms of-map 
·seem to be a matter of pride with BRALUP and part of a desire to advertise 
the capabilities of using LANDSAT imagery within Tanzania. The coloured 
product can not now be produced in Tanzania given the makeup of the BRALUP 
technical support staff; the black and white product probably could be 
done in Tanzania but would take considerable time. 
From discussions with Mr. LeBlond, these relatively sophisticated 
forms of map products are not an IDRC requirement of the LANDSAT Tanzania 




















envisaged by IDRC. 
Where does that leave us? While in Tanzania I was asked, and 
agreed, to determine the feasibility and cost of drafting and printing the 
maps in Canada with or without the facilities of the Department of Geography 
at Laurentian University. In the few days since my return to Canada from 
Tanzania I have initially determined that because of the size, complexity, 
and number of maps involved, this work cannot be done at Laurentian. There-
fore if the work is to be done in Canada it will have to be done, for the 
most part, commercially. This will probably be expensive. As my October 
work schedule has already been committed I will be unable to obtain any 
commercial estimates until the end of November, at the earliest. So, the 
question about the form and number of copies of the LANDSAT Tanzania map 
products remains unresolved. I feel that the resolution of the question 
will require some further discussion between Mr. LeBlond and Dr. Mascarenhas. 
J. Roger Pitblado, Ph.D. 
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This document is intended to be of assistance in the task of 
selecting an IDP 3000 configuration to meet specific technical 
requirements and price constraints (when accompanied by a 
current price list) . 
A brief description is given of the maJor characteristics of the 
overall system. 
Each module is then described in detail in terms of the functions 
which it is able to perform (Section 3). 
Section l~ describ<.'S three typical configurations. Section 5 shows 
how to select a configuration, taking account of the inLcrdependence 
between modules. 
Section G provides guidance in the use of the current price list 
to determine price. 
RECAPITULATION ON NATURE OF OVERALL SYSTEM 
This document is not intended to stand on its own. To understand ,.... 
the nature, functions and applications of the range of systems 
which can be constructed, reference should be made to System Introduction 
The system manipulates images, which can come from a wide variety 
of input sources either live, using TV scanning techniques, 
or via storage such as computer compatible or other digital tape. 
Resulting new images can be made available using a range of 
permanent copy output devices either directly or via computer 
compatible tape. 
The systems are interactive in concept, much importance being 
given to the guidance of the operator, who ou~wrvc::. r:i.w and processed L., 
images using a full-colour broadcast-standard TV monitor of-
studio quality. 
Three sorts of processing are made available. 
Alpha-processing - is carried out at TV scan rate and appears 
to be almost instantaneous to the user. 
Processing reacts to user commands so quickly 
that manual optimisation of processes is 
both practical and ergonomic. 
Gamma-processing - is carried out slowly by computer software and 
its value is its flexibility for experimental 
purposes, and its potentially higher sophistication. r-
Beta-processing - is intermediate in speed, using fast hardware 
to implement tasks too complex, too specialised 
or too different in concL'pt to be 
incorporated in the Alpha-processing, but which 
























Beta-processing is also intended to accommodate substantial 
upgrades as the technology advances, so that the system does 
not become obsolete. 
For details of the actual processes and facilities available, 
and planned under each heading, see System Introduction. 
MODULE DESCRIPTION 
System nucleus 
IDP 3010: The System Nucleus 
3010 comprises the nucleus round which a system can be configured. 
Figure 1 shows its structure. The nucleus is a working system, 
except that there is no input facility. It includes racking 
adequate to house all hardware processing and store options 
Trw nncleus alrine j s capa1lle of procesf;inu; a sinu;le 
monochrome input from a TV camera. Full contrast function 




The split screen facilities allow [om· diffr'rent fH'OC•:~-;sing 
functions to be implemented simultaneously in different areas 
of the display. In addition a test image (typically a horizontal 
or vertical wedge) can be inserted in the display. A fully 
variable rectangular cursor allows the split screen areas to be 
defined. 
The display comprises a high resolution studio quality colour 
TV monitor. Interaction takes place via an alpha-numer1c visual 
display unit, special function control panel and a rolling ball 
for co-ordinate entry. 
Great care has been taken to ensure that the system matches the 
operational working methods of photo interpreters. The system is 
designed as a desk unit, no more than 80 ems high with a top 
surface suitable for maps. The colour TV monitor is mounted on 
a hinged cantilever to allow the maps to slide underneath it. 
The control panel and rolling ball are provided as a separate 
unit to be positioned anywhere on the top surface. 
Input/output options 
The 3010 alone will accept data for alpha-processing via its 
standard video interface only (625 line, 50 Hz 2:1 interlace) 
The 3010 mini-computer has the potential to accept a wide range 
of peripherals on its normal computer channels (DMA etc.). In 
any system with digitally-interfaced peripherals a 3140 and 


























111 colJIH'CUnc; a required peripheral the most suitable interface 
must therefore be chosen -
analogue video signals to 3010 digital signals 
direct to 3010 minic01np11Lcr or 
direct Lo 3190 mi11icomp11t1·r or 
to Gamma-interface or Beta-interface on 3140 
We will be pleased to give advice on, or quote for the ·connection 
of any proprietaxy imaging peripherals such as: 
flying spot scanners 
microdensitometers 
film writers monochrome or colour 
displays 
TV hard copy 
Listed below are only the input/output modules specially developed 
for the system, together with the tape-unit which provides the 
vital link with all off-line image sources, hard copy facilities etc. 
IDP 3020: Optical Input System 
3020 is a precision opto-mechanical system which allows the user 
to input, via a monoch:i;-ome TV camera, transparencies ranr,ing from 
35 mm up to 9" x 9". Roll film of 35 mm, 70 mm and 9" cai1 be 
accommodated in motorized cassettes. From a field of view 
incorporating the complete 9" x 9" image the TV camera can zoom 
in to cover an area 5 mm square anywhere in the .image. All 
movements (x, y and rotation) are motorized and can be stepped 
at 16 micron or ( 15 mins. of arc) intervals to. allow registration 
of multi-band transparencies such as those from Landsat. Red, 
green, blue and clear filters are incorprated to allow the 
colour components of colour transparencies to be_ sequentially 
read and either processed or ·stored. 
The Optical Input System is provided iri its own cabinet which 
matches that of the System Nucleus. 
IDP 3030: Basic Crunera System 
A number of users will find the Optical Input System too 
sophisticated for their needs. For this reason 3030 hat been 
defined and comprises a vertical camera mount, with baseboard, 
illuminating lamps and light box. 'l'he TV camera is the same 
model as that in 3020 but all movements and focussing are manual. 
IDP 3040: Magnetic Tape Input 
The mae;netic tape option is rrnppJi.ecl togl'tlier w-i th rt •.l.i:3c 
storage system which is capable of storing a full Landsat image. 
These standard computer peripherals can be attached directly to 
3010 or to 3190. 
IDP 3050: Monochrome monitor 
It is planned to incorporate a flat face monochrome monitor, 
independently driven and set into the top surface of the system. 
This will have variable geometry to allow the image to be matched 
accu·rately to a map transparency thus allowing exact locating of 





























IDP 3130: Image Store Controller 
3130, the basic store controller allows video data from a 
TV camera to be stored and processed, using up to 16 8-bit stores. 
IDP 3150: Channel store - 8 bits 
The standard image channel store comprises 512 x 512 picture 
elements each of 8 bits. Up to 8 such stores can be acconunodated 
physically inside the 3010. 
IDP 3160: Channel Store - reduced bits 
The Channel Store is a modular system which can accommodate any 
number of intensity bits from 1 to 8. For those users who do 
not require the full 8 bit intensity range options 3160 and 3170 
are offered. Option 3160 comprises the framework for an 
individual channel. Note that this does not preclude the need 
for a 3130, and that the actual bit stores are not included -
these are 3170. 
IDP 3170: 1 bit Store Module 
Up to 8 of these modules can be accommodated within one 3160 
thus providing a wide range of quantisation options. 
Alpha-Processing Options 
IDP 3070: Vector Unit 
Allows the user to combine up to 11 channels arithmetica.L)-Y. 
A set of three units not only provides the standard additive 
viewer functions but includes subtractive routines which allow 
Principal Components images to be constructed. Up to 4 vector 
uni ts can be incorporated in t'he 3010 racking. An extremely 
important aspect of the vector unit concerns the availability ,of· 
a unique algorithm in the software which guides the operator 
to the optimum enhancement (or colour combination) for his task. 
IDP 3080: Ratio unit 
Recent work in the Earth Resource disciplines has shown the 
importance of ratioing images. This has proved particularly 
useful. in the field of geomorphology. 3080 allows one image 
to .be divided (or multiplied)by another instantaneously, thus 
facilitating comparison between different ratio'd images. Up 
to four ratio units can be incorporated in the 3010 racking. 
If a spare image store is available this option can be used 
to display an intensity normalised image. Using this approach a 
wide range of 4 function arithmetic expressions can be implemented. 
An automatic scaling facility, 3110 can be associated with 






























IDP 3090: Simple Fast Classifier 
Multispectral classifications, in up to 4 channels, are achieved 
by logically combinins the decisions of eight "cuboid" 
classifiers each of which slices the intensity in all channels 
simultaneously. This classifier operates at TV rates and thus 
optimisation can be undertaken manually. Provided that either 
3110 or 3100 is included in the system then software assisted 
optimisation can be made available. 
IDP 3100: Data interr0gation 
If multivariate image intensity statistics are required it is 
essential to provide the 3010 with limited access to the .i.rnage 
inten:c.i ty data. 3100 i)rovides such a facility, and is lictter 
tlmn a 31ho for this purpose. 
IDP 3110: High speed statistics/Autoscale 
The autosca1e facility discussed under 3080 operates hy 
determining the histogram of a single channc.l. By undel't,aking this 
task in hardware the function can be found in lio mS thus . 
providing a very high speed statistics facility. From the 
histogram information, mean, variance, mode, maximum, minimum 
etc. are available. 'l'hematic area measurement is included. 
IDP 3120: Stored image switching 
The facility for allowing a stored image to control the split 
screen display provides a very powerful tool. 3120 allows any 
stored image, but in particular a computer generated thematic 
map or cursor generated outline, to control the split screen 
display. This means that extremely complex split screen 
arrangements can be defined. 
IDP 3200: Stored Image Zoom 
Allows manually controlled digital zoom to centre the display at 
any point in the image and enlarge the image in steps, each step 
being a factor of two in enlargement. Needs 3140. 
IDP 3210: Graphics Display 
Generation of line images with the cursor is supported by the 
3010 software. This facility is available at no charge provided 
a 3140 and .some store is incorporated, and can inclucle inlay of text. 
Interface options 
IDP 3140: Twin BETA-GAMMA interface 
This module provides two interfaces. 
The gamma-interface links the store to any suitable software 
processor and is directly compatible with 3190 and with the CPU 
in the 3010. 
The beta-interface is a general-purpose interface intended to 
provide for substantial enhancements to the system. See section 2 

































A CPU to support software image processing can be proviucd in 
three different ways, on condition that a 3140 is available as the 
necessary interface • 
GAMMA 1: As an absolutely minimum cost system the Prime 100 CPU 
in the 3010 can be used. The disadvantages are that 
all interaction with the display is locked out whilst 
processing is being undertaken, and that the associated 
"core" store is rather small. 
Some improvements in speed and.capacity are rrchieved 
by ~pgrading the 3010 CPU to a Prime 300 and using as above. 
GAMMA 2: A superior, and highly recommended, configuration 
employs a separate Prime 300, leaving the 3010 
dedicated to the interaction task. Connects directly 
to the 3140. 
GAMMA 3: For the customer who already has investment in an 
alternative computer the IDP 3000 can be regarded as a 
peripheral, connected via the 3140. This will 
necessitate simple hardware interface and software 
drivers which are special for each computer, and can 
be supplied at small extra cost. 
The hardware to support GAMMA l is not a separate module, all that 
is required is a 3140 and some storage facilities. 
The relevant modules are: 
IDP 3180: Nucleus CPU Upgrade 
This upgrades the Prime 100 computer in the 3010 to a Prime 300. 
Its purpose is to improve the viability of GAMMA l processing 
as described above. 
IDP 3190: Main Ganma-Processor 
A main computer to carry out software image processing. 
Consists of a Prime 300 fully interfaced in hardware and software 
to the rest of the system, which must include a 3140. 
It has the advantages as follows over the GAMMA 1 approach 
(a) allows image display and interaction, including alpha and 
beta processing, to continue undisturbed whilst slower 
and more sophisticated image processes are being 
undertaken. 
(b) software processing can be operated in time-sharing mode, 
allowing seyeral users simultaneous access to the data 
if a few more terminals are added. 
(c) can drive more than one IDP 3000 system simultaneously 
































The ease of connection of the system to other computers 
(GAMMA 3 above) has been considered to be an important design 
feature. Hardware and software interfaces have been kept as 
simple and general purpose as possible. Advice and quot.at ions 
for connection to any other machine will be given on request . 
Beta-processing options 
As described above, the beta-processing interface is provided by 
3140. It is intended to accommodate advanced or special purpose 
processors, intermediate in speed between the software gamma 
processing and the TV rate alpha-processing. It is planned that 
substantial system upgrades should take place via this interface. 
Detailed below are the modules which are under development, 
although no prices are available at the date of this docwnent. 
IDP 3220: Spatial Filtcrjng Processor 
This module will filter a single channel spatially, usinG direct 
convolution with a 16 x lG window set by 3010 or 3190.. H,iltiple 
passes ~an filter multiband jmages. This filtering makes it 
possible to emphasize or de-emphasize high frequencies, low 
frequencies or edges to remove noise with particular spatial 
frequency characteristics, and to achieve many other well known 
effects for image improvement. In particular, a set of textual 
features can be built up in store and then used for classification. 
IDP_ 3230: Fast n-:space Classifier 
Under the control of a software driver, this module implements 
a general purpose n-space classification in accordance with 
a decision algorithum which has been optimised for a 13iven 
task. The optimisation is the responsibility of software. 
IDP 3240: Spatial Feature Extractor 
A module incorporating aspects of 3220 processing in a more 
sophisticated framework so that selection of filters for a 
classification task becomes invisible to the user, who simply 
specifies training areas and then assesses and corrects the 
classification designed and implemented by the machine. 
Further modules are planned as part of a continuous programme 
of capability enhancement. These include for instance spatial 
interpolation, to speed up the geometric rectification of images 
which is otherwise a lengthy software process; and facilities 
for using multi-temporal image sequencies in a more sophisticated 
way then their straightforward use as multiple channels (which 
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'l'YPICJ\L CONFIGURJ\'rIONS 
Figures 2, 3 and l1 show three typical configurations of the 
IDP 3000 System in ascending order of complexity. 
Cu:i:i1;uration 'J'C 1 is a stand-alone system for undertaking 
alpha-processing on images in transparency form. Five channels 
of store (3150) have been incorporated; these would typically 
be assigned to 4 multi spectral components and a processed 
image although these assignments are made by the operator and 
are fully flexible. Operationally the image store would be 
loaded from ~020 either with separate monochrome images or 
the colour components from a transparency. Four ratio units, 
3080, have been included to allow simultaneous ratioing of the 
stored images and subsequent recombination in the vector units 
(3070). Module 3090 allows the data to be classified. The 
displayed data can thus comprise any linear combination of 
images, both ratio'd and original, and either classified or 
unclassified, contrast stretched or density sliced. The split 
screen facility makes four such combinations available 
simultaneously in different areas of the screen. J\ny image 
can be restored although in TC l this would be limited to one 
monochrome if the input comprised a 4-band transparency set 7 
and 2 monochromes if it were a normal colour transparency. Any 
stored image can be used to control the split screen, 
using module 3120, and thus a classified image or a stored cursor 
locus can be used to mask out areas for subsequent re-classification. 
In this way a very complex classification system can be constructed. 
Image quantification is provided by modules 3100 and 3110. 
The autoscale and histogramming facility is used to provide 
area measurement figures as well as standard statistical data. 
Detailed colour co-ordinate data can be obtained using the data 
interrogation facility. 
Configuration TC 2 includes the upgrade of the 3010 to 
a Prime 300 processor with additional memory, the provision of 
magnetic tape and di.sc backing store and the addition of the 
processing interface 3140. Note that 3130 is still required 
although it does not appear on the diagram. This system 
supports beta and gamma-processing and has the same alpha-
processing configuration as TC 1. 
Config11ration TC 3 is the recommended implementation for ga.rnma-
processing functions. The Prime 300 is a separate machine which 
can be operated in a time-sharing mode thus allowing several 
users access to the data for program development. Note that 
the additional terminals and peripherals are not covered in the 


































SELECTING A CONFIGURATION 
The first step is to decide from f,r•ction 3 which modules are 
functionally essential for the requirement under consideration. 
It is then only necessary to identify any additional modules 
which the system needs for viability, in terms of controllers 
and other support • 
Figure 5 provides a simple diagrammatic method of identifying 
these support modules. 
To use Figure 5 act as follows:-· 
(a) Mark desired modules in pencil 
(b) Draw a single pencil line to pass through all desired 
modules in direction of arrow, and complete an 
unbroken circuit round the central point of the 
diagram. 
'l'his forces the line to pass through any additional modules which 
may be needed. Note all modulesthrough which the line pa~ses. 
These will make up a viable system. 
GUIDANCE ON ESTIMATING PRICE OF A CONFIGURATION 
IDP 3000 price lists 
areas of the world. 
discrepancies in the 
different locations. 
are available, covering major geographical 
Differences arise primarily from wide 
cost of servicing the warranty at 
Using the current price list for the applicable geographic 
area, price can be estimated by simply adding the prices of 
the modules identified in Section 5. 
All price lists which refer to this document are valid under 
the following conditions:-
(a) The prices quoted for individual modules only apply to 
purchasers of the System Nucleus IDP 3010. However 
all modules may be purchased individw1lly without 1.he 
Systems Nucleus and prices are available on request. 
(b) All prices are quoted F.O.B. U.K. airport or port. 
(c) All prices are exclusive of installation and commissioning 
charges which will be quoted separately for customer 
specified locations. 
( d) The prices quoted include System Warranty for onr~-year 
following System handover. Full maintenance support 
is available and will be tailored to meet specific 
customer requirements. 
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(e) The prices quoted jnclude in:itial training for one 
operator in the U.K., exclusive of travel and subsi~~ence. 
Comprehensive Operator and Maintenance training cotirses 
are available and these would be tailored to meet 
individual customer requirements. 
(f) The prices quoted are exclusive of any import dues ahd 
taxes which may he levied. 
(g) The prices quoted are inclusive of Basic Operating Software, 
including all necessary software drivers, nnd the complete 
alpha-processing system software. Gamma processing 
systems will be tailored to individual requirements, for 
which a nominal charge may be made. 
(h) The prices quoted are subject to agreement on terms and 
conditions of contract. 
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See note 3 
f.:ec '10te 3 
3230 
---------- ·------~ 
1. Ench 3130 can ~ontrol nn unlimited number of :1~: 1 s nnd 3160's 
nl thouGh the ~:JlS system nucleus is wired fo!.' n l.atal of 8. 
2. Each 3160 cnn control an i~n.5c store of up to 8 ~its resolution. 
Speci:i.1 · systcc1:3 c~;.n be quo~:::·~ if more than 8 "2.it.-; n:::-e required. 
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DATA REDUCTION AND lf,!FORMATION EX"fRACT!ON FOR REMOTELY SENSED IMAGES 
P!'-'~scy Rada>· !"~('St!arch CeP?trc, !h1!'ant, !fu!r:pshf,~·. PO'J 2PE, England. 
Rr1cf discussion ol the 1'2rticubr p1oblem of irr.:q:;c process:11g: h:Jds tc a description of the a11thor's como11tcr sv~tcm 
for the mtcrJ..:livc dc:,11;11 and opl1111;,Jt1cr, of such p10ccsscs and also of tht:: se11~(Jr package char<icterislics n·quirL·;I for 
partiL·ular pu1pc1scs. 1 he rd':·.~.'ce of thrs btter oplrmisat1on to ti1e Spacelab mission concept is pointed out and the 
culhor's proposal> Ill tl11s d•rcct:on ~kctchrcl. Ex;unplcs arc ~ivcn from the author's research computer facility, of which 
a hrief drs:::riplicn is made of the modular image processor which his Company is soon to market. 
L INTRODUCTION AND IL'.TIONALE 
ESA HAS EXPRESSED the vinv f I] th~t U.S. emphasis on 
data ac4111~iti,,n f·,1s ot1tstripped c;q1Jbil1t1es for rrocc~;ing 
and int.erprdat1on, rrodttc!n~ a "p10..:~·s,1nr. gap'; :!nd 
emphasises the i111portJnce or' ~ns11r111g that f1.1t11r<.: work is 
adeq uatdy bJlanccd rn tins resp<' ct. 
ESA al~o con~iders 121 that Spacclab's optimum role in 
Earth observation 1111s~1on'i will hL' to aliow developmrnt of 
s~nsors and methods'-" h1ch might thrn allow d1rert ~rec1fica­
tion of opti!1111111 operational unman1h·d ,;itclhle systems, 
avoiding inlL'rmcJi;itc unmann<·d c.\pn1mcnts. 
The wo1 k reported in tlus p:ipn seeks ti) allev1atc the 
"processing g.~p" by the u~e of ra1)l(I comput~r a'is1stcd 
--dcsign-of-proccs51ng algorithms and ol SC'nsor sekction Jnd 
opt1111isat1on. ·1 he approach rrqu1~2s the use of~ first stage 
of data g;ithcrrng charal'l<'rised by liit:h resolution Jnd 
"broad spectrum" rnca5urcmcnts, hq;h d<1ta quJ11t1t1cs, and 
flexible ar.d intcllir.cnt control. The Jata is then ust'd for the 
design of optimum f1\ed or switched sensor packages and 
out-station proce,s1ng pJckages which allow operat1011al 
data acquisition to be autonomous and minimum cost. This 
first dJta g:ithering stagr tits exJctly wnh Spacclab m1ss1on 
characteristics. Thus the approach hncs up well with the 
ESA \icw in tad.l111g an arl'a of 1n1porlancc and m mak111g 
precisely the nght sort of demands on Spacelah. 
2. IMAGE OATA - ITS NATURE, II AND LING AND 
COMPRESSION 
2. I Background·- [)ala in General 
From a source of sensed data to a derived decision or action, 
data reduction 1~ invariably involved. Thr demand for data 
reduction may he due l.o ch.inncl L111d 'tore) hr,11tJt ions, or 
it may he due to thl' nrcd to strip a1• .. 1y thl' irrckvant, which 
111 the limit rl'<;ufts m ''dcL"is1011s". 
In a s~stem whcrl' scn,or 1s remote from user. and channel 
costs arc !ugh, the opt1rn1sation of the cha111 of ~cn:mrs, 
channels, and prou:s~c~ is a rart1cularly acute problem. 
Sensine from satellite pl.1ttorrns h;1~ this charactcnstic. 
Channel capacity rrohkms ..:an he :illcv1atcd without 
losing anything II tht' data hds su1tJbk st1 ucturt'. Uy lh1s we 
mean that it' not all sub-1tcrm of tL1ta are equally likely to 
occur then we can cud:: up the data so that probable itrrns 
are dfic1ently coded 1'.'hik improbable ones t<:ke a long 
tirlll: In the lr:nit 'IL' 11;.1y dclrhcr;11,·ly dL",l1oy the chanac!'s 
capacity lo convey d.1!a itc111' we know 1~ill n,·ver O<:L'IIr, Ill 
ordn that IVL' 111.1y o;h.11L' out tl•.it ,,11-t·tl capauty .1111ong>l 
tlwsc we krww will oc·cur oltc·n. Coding I hcory gives 
qualrtativt' and quantitative result' on how n1uch reduction 
can he achieved. 
I • 'l, 
irretrievable loss of some of the data. This can only be 
acceptable if the lost Jata 1s unwanted, and thus such a 
reduction ~lgorithm is only valuable rcblivl' lo the purpose 
to which the dat::i will be put. The more lirniled and well 
d.cfincd the ;iurposc is, the more readily and safely th..: datJ 
can be further reduced. 
Thus knowledge of (and use or) structure which m::iy 
exist in the d::ita allows the d::ita to be reduLcd without loss 
of 1nfor111atrun (1.c. tht: original data can bt:: largely 
rcconst1t utcd a ft~·r pass111g throush the channel). TlllS is 
"data comp1e~sion". D.1ta can only he further reduced in 
safety through an understanding of the purpose for which 
it will be U>ed, by discarding that whrch is irrelevant. This 
is "information extraction". 
2. 2 Relation ro Image Data 
The background discussion above was applicable to data of 
any type. We have seen tint data compression relics on the 
discovery and use of structure in the data. Information 
extraction also rdrcs upon such structure, and also upon an 
understanding of the l::isk itself. 
Structure can be rcgarJed as the existence of relation-
ship hct ..... een parts. · 
In the case of a srgnal the data has a fundamental 
"adjacency" structure which is one dimensional. Data points 
or samples occur ma ddm1te time sequence amt two points 
may be nea~ or far apart. Statistical structure which may be 
of use then exists in relation to this struclu1 c. For example 
a bandwidth limilatron expresses itself as a constraint on 
the intensity difference between points, dependent upon 
their distance apart. 
The data \1.-ith which 11·e are concerned has other 
ad_1Jccncy reLltionship<;. In an image there .:xist the two 
dm1cns1<1ns of th~ plane of measurement. In general, how-
CYL'r, there may also ex isl: 
(a) A thin.I uimensiun associatrcl \\ith multiple 
St'nsors winch have bt't'n simultanl'nusly 
deployt·d, e.g. a 13-channd scannn prot1ucrs 
13 simultam·ous images which can be rt'gard<·d 
as nrnkmg up a thn'l'·llimens1011al block of data. 
(l>) A fourth ttimrns1on associakd with gross 
obsrrvat1on time. Tills is apphcablr whne chang,· 
information 1s rl'kvant. 
Thus the uata wnh wh1d1 we arc cuncl'rnrd can be 
rt•garocd as four d1rncns1unal. Tht' frrst, second, and fourth 
dum·ns1nns arc the most vahd from thi5 v1rwpo1nt, [n that 


























Owen r:. Atn1ga11 
sy>l..:111 where obSL'1vations arc in spc..::lral order, hut must 
hc ~q::irdcd as discrete whc1c widcly <l1ffrrent ~cnsors arc 
used. 
Thus, each data point exists in the context of a four 
di111en>1onal ·locale. For data compression it may not be cost 
cl f L·c11vc to find and u>e ~truct u1 c as co111plll.::itcd as this. 
l1Hked, th.: l1llll' d1111cns1011 will not be readily available m 
lllC"I cases. Data compression foctors well below that which 
could he achil'Ved may therefore be used, capitalising only 
on sp:J11al strncture, or perhaps even on merely the one 
d11ncn~ional structure of an image scan . 
For 111for111ation extraction, however, such a simplified 
treat mcnt may not he possible. Decisions and conclusions 
may hr requ1reJ wl11ch cannot be reliably ach1cvcd without 
taking 111to account s1gnif1cant strncturc 111 a four J1men-
sional time-space-sensor locale of the region of interest. 
This poSL'S very s1gn1ficant problems. 
2. 3 Data Handling 
Nut least of the problems is that of handling the data so as 
to allow rapid retrieval of the four Jimcnsional blocks of 
data associated with such a locale. ln a machine with a 
Sl'qurnt1al one dimens1on;il stoic, an eight-point-squ;ire 
loc.Ile will rnvolve assembling 5 11 sections of data taken 
from widely different parts of the store. Substantial high 
speed ranJom access stores arc needcJ. TlllS speed problem 
is not tri\'ial even where a singk inwge is involved (1.c. no 
time or multi-sensor d;i ta) if the image is large. 
2. 4 Information Extraction 
The main problem, however, lies in the discovery of the 
structure which cames mformat1on rclevant _ _t~_~hc_required 
task, \Vhich, In essence, is the prob1l'lll Of designing r11-forma~­
tion extraction algorithms for specific task', on the basis of 
analysmg representative Jata of the type discussed above. 
3. STATE-OF-THE-ART 
3. I The Requirement 
Fxtract1on of mformat1on from images operationally 1s still 
largely carried out 1!1;rnually, typically by highly skilled 
mtcrpreters, [3,4] but th1ss1tuat1on must change, at least 
for the more mundane extraction tasks, due to the follow-
ing reasons. 
(a) Advances with platforms and sensors have made 
it possible to gather very large quantities of 
novel imagery rapidly. 
· (b) The novel qualities of these images offer users 
a potential which they wish to grasp. 
(c) The above two combine to provide a large excess 
of images obtainable and usable above that which 
can he manually intcrpr<'ted, due to shortage of 
m terpretcrs and to cost. 
(d) Many of the imagl.' data 111terprctat1on tasks 
now seeking solution ;ire ill fitted to direct 
manual methods due either to multi-band or 
multiple sensor natur~ (which cannot be dis-
played). or to use of sensors providing data 
\vhich fits ill to the intuition of interpreters 
(SL;\R), or to excessive important of time 
information or other inform<ition JJ!fkult of 
human interpretation. 
Thus we sec th;it even neglecting the "quantity" argu-
ment, machml' (or m:1chme <1s~1stcJ) interpretation 1s to he 
f' f ,., '•" I• ' : • ' '' •'t I 1" •' • 
3. 2 The Straight-Forward Approach 
The hulk of the n:k\'ant wor" m the opcn literature h:1s 
bccn conc.:rnc·d \I 1th "mul11-;peclral classification". Such 
wor" typically c\cludcs tc111pnr.il infor111.1t ion altogether, 
and wor"s on d.1ta which consists of ~els of s11nultaneous 
im,1gcs obtained in dlffcrent spcctr:il banJs 15, 6]. 
The loc<ile of a d,1ta pomt 1s thus three <li111ensional 
(1.e. as described 1112.2 but with no multiple times). It is 
significant, however, that typical wo1i... has reached decisions 
on a clas~1f1cat1011 for each pomt in the ima~e without even 
taking account of the full three d1mens1on.:.1l structure around 
it, but usmg only the single dimension represented by the 
mult 1b,1nJ samples. Such a class1f1cat ion is described as a 
spectral cl<1ssif1cation; 1t ignores the spatial information 
which IS available in the data set. Such a process is com-
pletely hhnd to text11rl', 11.1ttern. shape. grain, lineamenta-
t1on. etc. Th(' add1l1on of rost dccb1on s111ooth1ng is some-
t1111cs seen, and this docs use a one or two dimensional 
locale, hut fails to alter the inadequacies noted above. 
Work with spectral class1f1ers 1apidly showed that there 
was a rcqtnrement for frequent design of ncw process111g 
algonth111s, and continual reJesign of existing ones. This 
requirement arose• from reahsat1on that: 
(a) Even for a fixed intcrprrtat1on las)..., a fixed 
algont h111 is not possibk. due to ~ubstant1al data 
variability ar1s111g from atmosphere, 1llu1111nat1on 
angle and nu111erous other factors w hkh mediate 
against the concept of an iJeal ~pectral sig11<1ture. 
(b) Due to equipment cost and wide \aricty of 
different tasl-..s, it 1s lil-..ely that an equipment will 
nccJ to service 111any different problems, so that 
------ --algorit-hm-design occupies·much-t-imc"- - ----- -------1---
: . 
This requirement for continual rcdc>ign underlined the 
need to deduce the rcquirlll proc..:ss1ng by rapid analysis of 
representative data of )...nown cbs~. preferably taken from 
amongst the current data set and therefore embodying the 
same \'Jlues of the \'ar1abk factors mentioned 111 (:1). 
Techniques and systems of this type fall with111 the field 
of "pattern rccogn1tion'' which has a well clcveloped tech-
nology anJ literawrc of it' own, not necessarily related to 
image tbta only but r<1thcr to automatic and semi automatic 
design of decision al!,;orithms J>ia analysis of 1eprcsentative 
data [7, 8 and 9]. 
The need for on-line cles1gn of the decision algorithm, 
and for its guitlance. implies that the system 1s based around 
man-ma ch me interact ion. 
3. 3 Systems Being Marketed 
Several systems of this type are now on the market. Jn 
these systems the facil1t1cs for redesigning and aJju-;ting the 
decision algonthms are semi-manual, and the systems can 
be, Jn'd arc being, used equally well for manually controlled 
image colour enhancement in which the final condusions 
still an:,c from manual inspection. 
It should be noted that, although these products do 
allow adjustment of the decision :.ilgorith111, they do not 
(excepl by simpk S\vitch selection) give any significant 
suppo1t to the on-line design of proccs~:cs for rcducmg the 
input data prior to the dec1>io11 proccss. This is because 
snch steps are unnecessary where the d.1ta 1s alre;:iJy in a 
s111table reduced for111 for direct handling by the decision 
algorithm or class1f1cr. Since no spatial info1 mat1on is used 
in the L'l]Ulpmcnt unJcr discussion, this is the case. In fact, 
it couhl he said that 1t 1~ 111 order th;it this ~hall he the case 
that all ~patial data is excluded. To u~c p;:ittern recognition 























Data Rrd11( 1in11 and /11fnm111t11 111 l:'xtractio11 fnr R1·11111/d\' ,\', 1111 ,/Im,:::•, 
their features arc fixed as the spectral bands. 
3. 4 More .Advanced Work 
Apart from these spectral-only products there arc a numher 
of R & D f;icil1ties 111 existence where the USl' of spatial data 
is being e:-.plored. 
There is in this case, a need for a drastic d;1ta reduction 
step bet ore the standard dcc1~1on algorithms ("cla\sif1crs") 
of pattern recognition c1n he h1oughl lo be;1r. Tim dat2 
reduction niu~t 01h:rJtt: (1n at k~.i:li iiil'. iwo d11ncnsionai 
locale of the point of interest in the picture pbne. In multi-
sensor am! mult1tl'mporal s1tuat1ons a full four d1111ens1onal 
locale may nl'ed to he handled. f111s data rcduct1u11 must in 
gem:ral be well matched to the purpose lo wluch the uata 
will he put. 
This procc~s111g stage is known 1n pattern rrcogni_tion 
ter111inology as "f.:ature extraction'' and the p1 ocess of 
selecting the relevant measure or "features" is calleu 
"feature selection". 
Thus, the technical proble111 to he tackled Ill progrcssrng 
beyond the limitations of spectral-only cbss1ficr,, can be 
succinct!} desc"rilied as that of spectral, spatial and temporal 
feature selection. 
Work to date in this area e<111 be tl1vided into two cate-
gories. 
(a) That aimed at devi,ing specific features of use 
for one ta'k or class of t.1sks. 
(b) That aimed at prond111g general facilities and 
techniques lo support the dc-;ign of spectral, 
spati,II and temporal leatures. 
Work in category (a) is fairly widespread [ 10. 11, 12 and 
13 I. Worl.. in call' gory (h) is f:11rl~ >parse r 14. 15 I. 
As in the case of spcctrJl-only cl.1sslf1..:rs, advanccu sys-
tems require 011-l111c fJci11ties for rapid rcuesign, category (b) 
work is of prime 11nportancc. 
This is obvious where a system provides a multi-user 
service and thcrelorc, deals with !Jrge numbers or diltcrent 
tasks. The use of spatial fcaturl'S should drastically reduce 
data variability, smce atmo,phcric factors will ha~c much 
less effect. Despite this, we believe that .ilrnosl all u<;ers will 
requ1n; a flcxibl(' rede>1g11 capab1l1ty. This accorus with the 
conclusions of Hornung [ 16 I. 
4. THE DATA STRUCTURE LABORATORY 
4. I Pattern Recognition and Classifiers 
The Plessey Radar team began work in genr-ral pattern 
recognition about eight yea1s ago. Until about three years 
ago this work wa~ rclat1n:ly convent1011al. 1nvolvi'11g the 
development of snftw;irl' n-sp.irc classif11;rs togl'lhcr w1lh 
training softw,11c. 
The main charadcristics of the work were: 
(a) The use of n-space class ii 1crs. 
(b) The use of supervised trainmg. This means that 
the automatic design of the dcc1s1011 r:1ramcters 
is guided by the analysis ol representative data 
of known class. This is 111 contrnst to unsupervised 
traininr, Ill which natur<il data clustering<; arc 
found rl'gardlcss of thc1r rclCl'Jncc to the task in 
hand. 
(c) The avoidance of ar1y assu111pliom about the shape 
of the-class d1st11hut1011s. rt11s means the u~e of 
non parametric methods, r.1ther than estimating 
(for mstanre) bc~t-f1t g.1u<;s1an distr1bul1ons. Thus 
,,, 1, ir!''':'' 't ,,1.,,,,,-,,1 ,,. ,,, ,, 1 . ..• 1,.,, ,,. l·r,J J 
(d) C:oncl'nlral1on on 1kc1s1on algnr1lli11\'; 1.1p1dlv 
am! econo1111cally i111plt.:111l'l1L1bk 111"ii1 l'. :11 ~ 
and hardw<ire. 
Because we always have a known purpml' 111 dl\\ll y 111 ~~ 
data, (b} was chosen. The choice of (d) 1~ n:ilt11al 111,1 
pradical non-academic environment. whrl'I (LI 1l',1il1, 
partly from tho.: do.:~11 c not lo 1111~ha nd le non·l'·' "'"1.111 l l.1"e' 
and partly from (d)(i.e. toavo1d complex alr.n11ll11ml. 
Thus we consider 1t worth t1ad111g llllTc,1,l·d d1:\ig11 l'llrnl 
for decreased run-t1111e complexity 1171. 
In add1t1on to the ~oftwJrc (v.·hich rc~ullcd 111 .1 \ollll.1rl' 
suite named l'RSS 16) a modular hardware ll.1~\1f1e1 w.1, 
developed known as FTCl(l"Jst Tra111abk ('l;1':'il1l'I I l l'h1' 
equipment 1s analogue; pJralkl, anu has a cl.1~<ilic<1t1u11 l1111c 
of less than I µS. The model con'1rucll:d could d('JI with 10 
output variables and eight cla•;scs. Traming is hy ph1L~ 111 
resistor hoartl<; 'Pecil1cu by the lrJ111ing soil ware. 
In the last two years both FTCI and the PRSS 16 
algorithms have been appltcd to spectral clas~if1c.1t1on ol 
remotely ~enscd mulltbanu images. l'crfo1111.1ncc and 
capahilities in this mode are commensurate with those 
widely reported by other workers and will not be furtht:r 
discussed [ I 8 I . 
4. 2 Feature Selection 
For the last three years we have been concentrating on t.he 
feature selection prob km. 1 his was originally concl'l\Cd as 
the prohlem of desig111ng the scnsrng or processing to reduce 
the input data lo a fnv variables (or feature>\ su1t.1bk for 
input to an n-spacc classifier (usually not more than 20-30). 
An interact ivc com put mg sys le m, the DJ ta Structure 
Laboratory, hJs been protlucecl to support the feature 'elec-
tion task. The major part of its facilities are implcmentc:d 
and running. 1 he Data Structure Labor.ilo1 y is now a tool 
for the interactive, semi-automatic design of whole or part 
of an information extra~tion system of the type describcu, 
including opt1m1sation of sensor packages. It d~pcnds on 
the examination and analysis of rt:prcsenlative tlat2. 
4. 3 Form of the Data Structure Laboratory 
The overall form of the Data Structure Labo1atory is shown 
in Fig. I. The inte1faccs A, Il, C, D and E '' 11h the operator 
use a visual display. Arrow' showing the opc1 a tor's control 
actions arc omitted for clarity. 
Tables I and '2 give an impression of the software capahil-
1ty as it exi,ted 111 June 1975 with respcct lo the library 
transforms available for signals (I dimensional) and images 
(2 dimensional). 
In order to communicate something of the style and the 
capab1hty of DSL, we pro.'scnt a number of figures wlllch arc 
photographs of l he VDU oul puts, and in the next sect 1011 
we describe a pa1 t ic11lar prohlc111 in the desig11 of.~111 1111.1gc 
sensor pJckage which was lack led with its ass1sL1ncc. 
Figure 2 shows so111c typical raw data d1~pbys appca1 ing 
at interface/\ in l'ig. I. An i111po1tant aspect is that of 
selecting and retrievmg data from the hank, so lhJt the dala 
from adjacent spJce, tune and (for ir.stance) spectral band 
can be brought together. 
Figure 3 shows some typical di~plays of data which h;ive 
been transformed by the S}Slcm as J result of the operator 
interaction. These represent interface B. 
Figure 4 shows typical cluster plots from intcrfJcc C. 
These arc slwwn either ~Is perspective views of hi<;tc>;!rams 
or as 2-dimensional ch"ll.'r plots\~ ith data point den\lly 
clispbyed as J scaled 0-C) i11kger. 
lt should he noted that, 1n general. the data h.1s many 
more than two-cl1rncnsions. so ;i viewpoint h;1s lC\ he selected. 
Viewpoint sdcct1on can he manual, or the two a\1s d1rcc-













































Fig. I. Data Structure Lab-
oratory. 
TABLE 1. DSL signal tran~forms (June 1975). 
Linear Transformation 
FOURIE (Fast Fourier Transform) 
Sl'FFP (Fourier Power Spectrum) 
FFTPA (FFT, Phase, Amplitude) 
SPHAD (Hadamard Power Spectrum) 
Sl'SIM (Simplex Transform) 











(Remove D/C Term) 
(Threshold) 
(!lard Limit) 




TABLE 2. DSL image tra11sfor111s {J1111e 1975). 
Enhancement 
Rt-IV (Remove ~limmum V:ilue) 
A~IV (Add Input Value) 
TR I' (Tra nsp.:>sc} 
ATP (Transpose about other Diagonal) 
ISi' (lntcrchan;;c Scan Positiom} 
RSD (Reverse Scan Directions) 
INV (ltm.:rt Data) 
NOR (Normalise about Mean} 
EXP (Exponentiate) 
NI. Transform 
NL[ (Non-Linear Edge Detection) 
NLS (Enlarged Vcr,ion} 
DTL (Spot Detector) 
Rec11rsive Filters 
Manipulation 
SlllFT (Circular Shift) 




SP/\DD (Vector Addition) 
SPHAS (Phase of the Power Specl1 um) 
POWER (Amplitude of the Power Spectrum) 
SPA/\ll'S (Square Amp or Root Power) 
PllAMP (Phase and Amplitude of Power Spectrum) 






(Two-Pole Butterworth - Low Pass) 
(Two-Pole B utterworl h -- II igh Pass) 
(Two-Pole But lerworth - Band Stop) 
(Two-Pole Butterworth - Band Pass) 
(Four-Pole Chcbycheff Low Pass) 
lllindowi11g 
SMll (3 x 3 Smoothing) 
LAP (3 x 3 Laplacian) 
SLS (5 x 5 Smooth Laphcian) 
SL7 (7 x 7 Smooth Laplacian) 
l.111ear Transformation 
I_~TSG (2·D H:T Forward) I' I· TIV · Inverse 
HA DSG (2-0 lladamard Transform) 
HADlV 
~~i~~ (2·D Slant Transform) 
Transform Do111a111 F1/rcrs 
t·rTrL (ITT Domain in Tland Pass} 
I LOR~! (ITT Domain Ormsby r1ltcr Low or 
I I 11!h Pass) 
lli\DFL (llad.1111ard Domain Band Pass} 
SNlTL (Slant Donwin B<lml i'<lss) 
SNTTD (Trend Removal SpeciJI lligh Pass SNT 
r- ilter) 




(Take Natural LogJrithm) 
(Sq u;trc A mplilude} 
(Square Root) 
(Threshold Digitiser) 
BPS (Iluttcrnorlh [Jarid Pass along Scans) 










(Ra i~c lo a Power) 
(Bit C'lippmg) 
(Trend Removal) CL l (Chchychcff Low Pass Symmetric 2-D E = 0.1) 























Duta lfrJ11uw11 1111J /n/ormatio11 Hxtractio11 for Remotely Se11seJ Images 
lluman Tor~o. M1crn\\,1Vc RJd1<u11l'lry ·11ircc Band l111.1gc, Magnetometers Mi~ccllancous, Data Wmdow A 
I 1g. 2. Raw data cl1,play' for i111af!c \l'mdow,, 
Window A W111dow A 
Low Pass Filtered in Power SpectrJI Domam Powl'r Spectrum of D.1ta as at left Low Pass I 1ltcred in llada111ard Sequency Domain 
Fig. 3. l'\amplcs of spaliJI transtor111at1ons. 
may use the c1gcnvcclors of the covariance 111at1ix (i.e. 
l'rinopal Component> i\n;tlys1.,) whell' 11 i~ dc~11cd lo treat 
the data as a smgk class, 01 may use d1scri111111ant a11aly~1s 
on selected cla,s pairs (two p.11r> per tl1~pl.1y) where cla>s 
Jist111ct1ons are hc111g exJ111111cd, 'cc ){cf. l!J. 
Data can also be d1spl.1ycd as a lwo-d1mensional plot in 
which interpo1nt distances have as lar as po,s1hk been 
pre,erved. Such a t ra ml 01111d t 1on 1s not in gcnc1a l q u1ckly 
implementable at 1u1H1me since 11 1s non-linear with no 
ccono1111c general ion algo1 it hill, [ :w I 
We have tried a number ol three-dimensional cluster 
d1spla~'S ( 1nclud 111g Ille use of stereo v1s1011) but have not 
found th..:111 pra..:t1cally u~dul. 
4. 4 Use of DSL for Feat me Sclectmn 
"fhe operJt1on ol the "I eatu1e Set Opt11111sat1011" package 
in Fig. I 1s represented hy a pa11 of clt"ler plot' in hg. 4. ... 'ti ' 
turned out to he much simpler than expected, with the two 
best f..:atu1es highly correlated, and a s1111pk lhreshol<l 
adequate lor the decision. 
The use of the sy,tcm 101 feature selection, l'iu computer 
optimisation, requnes, 111 principle. 
(a) An evaluation function to allow performance 
or feature sets to he compared. 
(b) A pard1111:tr1,cd universe of lcalur..: sets to be 
s..:archc<l through. 
(c) Search algorithms capable of using (a) allll (b) 
to ach1l'Ve such search ccono1111es as may be 
nece~sa 1 y. 
Unfortunately things are not quite this s1111ple. The selec-
tiun p1cH.:e~s breaks naturally 111to a two level l11c1archy. 
The I i1st stage 1~ the frndmg ol potentially good 111d1v1dual 






















Owen t:. Morgan 
Six-Class Oiscriminant Plot Multi-band Photo-
graphy 
Single Class llistogram Multi-band !'holography Temporal Mnvcmcnt Srline Interpolated 
rig. 4. Views or cluster plots etc. inn-space. 
Raw Oata Spectrum Normalised for Incident Rad i.1 t mn 
Fig. 5. Vegetation renectance sriectra. 
which perform well together. 
The second stage is itsclr fu1ther ro111plicated by the 
requirement. s111111ltaneously, to 111ax11111<;e the grour per-
formance of .the feature set and lo 1111111n11sc lhc si111ila11ty 
between its features lo p1cvcnt waslcf"ul duplication. ·1 he 
division between the two levels of the hicra1chy,although 
very useful, 1s not (of cou1se) ahsolule,and leedhack between 
the two can be con<;idered as a fu1ther soplmtication. 
After much experimentation ;ind c<H11par1son. we now 
tend to use as our pr111cipal evaluation mcasu1t· lo dctc11111ne 
"cluster overlap" the Fix and I lodges Test 121 l or close 
derivations thereof. Tins measure has l he adv.ant age of 
being d islribul 1on-f1 cc. 
We have implemented and eval11aled a number of two-
stage procedures. J\ lyp1c:il procedure involved single 
feature sclcrtron hy hill-cl1mhi1.1g opt11111sal1on lrn111 a 
random !ugh-scoring slarlmg pos1t10M, followed hy feature 
set selection us111g a sequential procedure winch adds al 
I ig. 6. "lwo-da<;s chl'lcr plot ror d.lla at lcrt. 
L'ach ~tage the ll';1t11JL' having 111axi111u111 'l"l'IC lrom .1111ongst 
those fall111g below a thrc~hold ol ~11111l;111t ~ with thn~c 
already chn<;en 1221. "lhl' \Vcighted St1111 l·v.ilu:1tion l'rn-
cedurc l 2J I I'> s1n11l.11 lot llL'se ~econd stage tl'chn1qUL'S amt 
ha~ also been 1111ple111e11tcd in DSL. 
All s11L11 SL'<Jllt'lltral llH:thnth suffer 111:1dcquary rcs11lti11g 
lro111 l11gh dcpcndance on early teat 11re choiu·s. We are 
ileveloping 1111proved 111ethods ovcrcn111111g !hrs dilfic111ty 
hy throw111g out feature~ later found lo hr 11011-contribuling. 
4. S Conclusions 
The DSL, 111 rls lull generality, rs cqu;rlly applicable to a 
variety ol data types, and to the design ol 'ophr~tirated 
processing or the s1111plc ~election between allc111ale sensors 
or 'ens111g hands. J\ co11s1de1.1hlc proportmn of c11rrenl 
work is co11n:ntral111g on the dc~1gn of spatial proce~sing 






































h1;:hly 111tc1acltH'. ;111d l'\'L'll Lhl' opt111;1-,at1on loops 111ay he 
mn11iln1,•d and g111dc·d hy the ni.111 wiH'll dc~i;ed. 
In pradi,1:, tl'P opnalors work with the 111ach111L'. One 
bl ro.11 t hl· appht 111011 tl'.1111a11dh111g'i dl'lailcd 111Hkrqa11d-
ing of the d:1ta aml thl· t,1,k. Till' oliil'1 i'> a data structure 
expert and h11ngs u1Hlc1'il.1nding ol c~\c11l1al clue~ lo rele-
vant structure, am! of how lo use the system capahihlics to 
the full. 
5. USE FOR DESIGN OF SENSOR PACKAGES 
It is fundamental to DSI. ih;it 11 worJ...s on re;il rcpll'Scntative 
data to discover slruclu1l' rl'le\',rnl to the t;J<;k 111 h:111d and 
thus design econornic d.1L.r 1educt1011 prm:e,scs. To opl1111isc 
a sensor p,1ckage for a given d1~crt11111wlwn Lask or range of 
tasks, data mu~t be availabk to allow such optimisation. 
One such task was to design camera filters and photo-
grapl11c processing to enable Cl'Itain clas~,·s of vq;etatron to 
be dtscriminJt<?cl. ·r he system used four l!assl'lhlads mounted 
in an aircraft (lnrtrally an autogiro) lo detect ;,ireas of 
disturbed groun<l. 
Rcprl'sentatrvc data was rl·qurred at rl'lalrvely high 
spectral resolution 111 order thal the frlll'r 111~ poo;s1bilitics 
could be examined 1n det.1il. Extensive trials were under-
taken with a Plcsscy grat111g. spcctrorJd rometcr and a data 
baseestabhshed in the DSLsystcm. 
r1gure 5 shows DSL displays of the Ia\\ data and of 
various stages tn its calibration and lrJnsformatron (DSL 
interfaces,\ and B). 
Although this uata was also useJ !or the evaluation of 
features o;u1lable 111 3 non-photograpl11c '~'km. the interest 
here lies in the design l'f the filters for the <.:.1m1'ras. The 
system was used to 111corpo1ate the practrcal fcJturc con-
straints represented by ohlamablc rnll:rfercnce f!ltns and 
film ch:iractcr i~trcs. Features deri1ed w1th111 tlre'c con-
straints would thus be llllllll'd1,1tcl~ rmplementablc. Severn! 
different filter sets were designed for Liil krcnt subtasks. 
Processmg consi~tcd of creating a colour composite 
photographically, thuo; approximatlllg to a linear trans-
formation of the feature space to produce m;.i:\rmum con-
trast between des1n:d cl:!sscs [ 24, 25 I. 
Figure 6 shows cluo;tn plots obtained uur1ng the feature 
selection procedure for a two Llao;s wgclation problem. 
Work is now under wJy 1n applying lhl'SC teclrntqucs to 
the selccl1on of filter pJcJ...agcs for special-purpose 1\ide-
area surveys, notably 111 \Vest Africa, and also for selection 
of MSS bands for processing. 
6. THE CERES SYSTEM 
The DSL in its preo;cnt form is prim:irily an R & D facility, 
and concentrates up~111rh1 nle ;rs a JcsI['n lool. Its capability 
for ope1at1on;II Illlage p!OlC,~IIlg IS SeCOlllL11y. 
To mecl tl1l' opl't.1l1Lrn.1! 1magc r1ole~;,111g rcqurrement a 
modular image p1·oct:'>~1ng system 1s 111 an adv:inced state of 
development. The sy,tem (CERLS 1s a irnnt Jcvelopment, 
funded equally by the l'k~sey Company and The Brilish 
Govern men I) rs mtcndcd for operational processing and 
incorporates inter:?ctive design facilities as necessary to 
support such proce~s111g. 
The Jes1gn c.oncept 1s Jominatcd by tire use of recon-
figurable modules to provide a substantial range of system 
costs and eapah!11t1es Ill the cxam111.1lio11. rnhancernent and 
classification of photopaphrc and dq;rtal tape imagery. 
As development p1ocl'l'lf~ sophr~ticall'd l!ludules wrll 
bccome.avad;rbk llllpic111l:11f1ng man~ or the tc:.1tu1es of the 
DSL, and mcluding ~pat1a! and templllal proces~rng in ~nldi­
tion to l he ba-;1r mult1spcctral c.ipabilily. Tl11s LIJil:rade 
carahilily rs pnhap~ the mn'>l imporlant foclor from thr user 
potnt of VIL'w .. 1o; I he ll'ch nnln•:v '' 1111n 'll" 1·1·rv 1:11111llv. 
7. RELEVANCE TO Sl'ACELAB 
l he usl'fulne~s of Sp.rcclah 111 g.11her1ng 1e111otclv-"·11 ,,d 
l·arth ohservation im:1ges lies not only 111 f I)(' i11l.n1111.11 1 .. 11 
derived directly from that data, but al'o in llrl' p11•pn 11"· 
of the uniquely flr:o.1hle and inlcllrgent <idivit in"""'"''' nn 
board. These make it possible to gal hn rcl:rt ively w11le 
rangmg data sets adequate for the de~rgn of vny 11111l'11 
more specific sensing and preprocessing palJ.;rgc-. 1111 ho.11d 
subsequent unmanned platforms .. 
In rarticular, a re.II ai)lhty to umh·1sland a11d "l'l!'ll"·O: 
the sen,orS anJ Jll'Oce~Srng for individu,li !."ks nlll'I'> J 
capability for remotl'ly o;witched sensor ,rnd Pil'prnce~~1111'. 
packages on boat LI satellite platforms. l hi' would ,11low 
economies in the down-link by means or a s11bstant1al 1:1-.k-
dependent data reduction. 
In collahcration 1~1th the Geography Department ol th.: 
Unhers1ty of Reau mg we have submitted three ~ugge~t10n~ 
for experiments of thrs nature with Spacc'bb. 
(a) The first is concerned with the discrimination 
and assessment of high-value s111all-plot crops 
(e.g. paddy rice, irrigated crors). i\11Jlys1s of 
ground and air reflectance sa111ples by DSL, 
togetht.:r with llSL' or Skylab imagery to as;css 
atmospheric cffrcts will result in sekctron of a 
range of optrmisi:d film-frlter co111bl!iations. 
Spacelab photographic images gathered wrth 
these filters would be analysed and compared 
with simulta11i:ou; ground truth to evaluate 
optimality anu re-optunise. 
(b) The second rs s1m1lar in form to the first, but 
using an in-flight sw1td1able r-.ISS sc;inner in 
Spacelah (with relatively high spcc:tr;il resolu-
tion). This would be directed at tin: problc111 
of soil morst ure kvels on a subregional scale. 
(c) The third is an extension of (b) lo include a 
multiscnsor capability m which, e.g. passive 
microwave rad iomcter data is integrated mto 
the data base and JOtnt features are sought. The 
monitoring of sorl moisture levels is a difficult 
task and docs seem to call for the multisensor 
Joint-feature approach. The DSL has been used 
with success in clesignmgjomt radar-infrared 
sensing packages in the past. 
All three of these suggestions aim at deriving task-
dcpendent sensmg packages, and task-dependent preprocess-
ing where appropriate. 
The way forward with the very high data quantities 
represented by image data is through drastic data reduction 
as early a~ possible. This will, in·rtself, allow more sorh1st-
icatcd measurements to ht' made. There is. of co111sc, no 
reason why thi~ approach should be limited lo spi:ctrJI or 
multiband mformatron, and the Company is workmg on the 
extension of this concrpt into the spatial domain. where a 
bewrlcll:ring variety of image transforms arc available. 
Extension to the time domain is at present a ground-based 
activity, but one of very considerable significance neverthe-
less. 
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MONITORING FROM SATELLITES 
Concluded fro111 page 186/ 
(d) Savrng could be made on clean-up costs. 
(e) Damage could be prevented. 
These savings are quantifiable benefits, but they accrue 
to cl1ffercnt categories of people who must be ta'xed to pay 
for the service or money recovered from the polluter. !low 
tlllS is done will pro!oundly affect the actual 'reallsab1lily' 
of the potential bcncf1ts. In short, if there is no framework 
to 'rapture' the benefit 11 will either ·c~capc' or be regarded 
as a ge11e1al social bcnl'llt to wh1d1 no precise monetary 
value can br assigned. 
These become very complex mailers. affecting situations 
that arc already lechn1cally complex and \vrth many ramifica-
tion<> 111 science, technulogy, economy, social sdcnecs and 
politics. 
llowc•er, no-one can say that the space progr:immcs are 
without tn~petus. So much has been <lone, as it were, on 
spec., that we can be rc.i-;onahly coniident that much of 
the potential of cnv11c>nmental nwnitonng by satellites can 
be realised in a 1easonal1ly short space of tune. 
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ESA NEW EARTH RESOURCES DATA 
ACTIV.ITY 
The Council of thr' European Space Agrncy has approved 
a new programme, Earthnct, in\\ luch LSA will be respon-
sible for centralising :ind coord111at111g Europe<rn activities in 
the field of Earth resources satellite data r.;cept1on, prepro-
ces~mg. Ut'l11hut1on and archiving. 
/\key obJL:Ct1vc of Earthnet is to provide access for 
European mers to cl.ita from NASA s.1tdlites (Landsat, 
Seasat, ;\imbm-G, II cat Capacity f\i:ipp1ng :--1 ission) for the 
remote sensing of [a1th resources and environment Exper-
ience thus gamed will enable Euro1wan user.; to cldine their 
requir~ments for futu1c remote sensing sateliite programmes. 
The first two elements of Earthnet will be: 
(i) intrgr:ition into the new network of existing data 
reception and system preprocrssing facilities at 
r:ucmo (ncJr Rome); 
(i1) utilisation by the new sy,lrm of !"S/\'s comp11ter-
1se<l datJ cent1e at rrascat1 (~bo nl'ar Rome) and 
its associated informal1011 rl'lricval network, 
R ECON, lo d1~sem111ate cat:tlnpre infornrntion 
on a•a1lable remote scnsmg satellite Lia ta. 
The Council authorised the /\gency's Director General 
to sign an agreement wt th Telcspnro for the mcorporation 
of the latter's Fucino station 111 Larthnet. ESA \~ill u'e 
Fucino and a Swrd1'h 'tation for rl'ce1ving data from the 
American satellite, Landsat. ( Fuc1110 will al~o be used by 
ESA for the control of orh1tal operation~ of its communica-
















































BH1'TIA OR M. HERRERA RECENTRE OTTAWA 
PO 2509 ARRIVED IN ENTIRETY STOP PO 2510 ANEROID BAROMETERS 
FlECEIVED BUT AWAITING F"OR CLINOMETERS AND BRUNTON COMPASSES AND 
PENETRDr·lETER STOP REPEAT CLINOMETERS MISSING OR SUBSTITUTED roR 
BAROMETERS STOP PO 2511 DENSITOMETER NOT RECEIVED AS YET STOP 
REGARDING 2508 MINI ADDCOL VIEHER ALSO RECEIVED BUT GRATEfUL lF" YOU 
COULD ATH1f1NGE THAT SUPPLIERS IMMEDIATELY MAKE AVl\ILABLE PROPEll MANUAL, 
THAT IS LEAST ONE SHOll.D EXPECT fOR EQUIPMENT COSTING OVER 20 9 000 
DOLLARS STOP SORRY FOR THE DELAY MEMOERS IN THE FIELD AND SOME 
CONFUSION AT OUR END BUT APPRECIATE THE ASSISTANCE YOU •mvE RENDERED 
STOP ENOS 
MASCl\RENHAS 
Prof. n. C. Mascarenhes, Director, Bureau of Roscurca 
Assessment nnd Land Use Planning, University of Dar QB 
Saloom, P. O. Dax 35097 1 DAR ES SALAA~. 
Tel. No. 535)8 
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UNIVERSITY OF DAR ES SALAAM 
P. 0. Box D.~R ES S.4L.4AJ\f TANZANIA 
Trl~g,oms: UNff£RSITY 
DAR ES SALAAM 
SEM 2 
-
~ 5th September, 1977 
~are mill ba a Remote Sansing familiarization Workshop 
· held at the University of Dar ee Sal.Ba•, Bureau of Resource 
Assessment and Land Uaa Planning (BRALlP), on 12th Saptamber . 
1977. Because of the constraints of space it is only possible 
to invite e limited number of people at any one time.· Invited 
participants are requested to arrive at the BRALUP building, 
Room 304. 
The purpose of the workshop is to familiarize institut-
ions in Tanzania with aspects of this new and groming techno-
logy and its application in Tanzania. In the latter aspects, 
me will be spending e considerable part of the time revie~ing 
~ha progress of on growing work for Rukwa Region which is 
bQinQ un~@~~P.k~n PY aRAhµp, A~~M~~~q +~ ,, Pf"Q''!M'e f~f t~~ 
day. furthQr datau. .. PRfl t:lw R~~q+n.,ci ftffm· t1f, l• ~. H~4l~· · 
Direct telephanQ nump~+ i~ 5'~)~ ~f ~~~11 - ~xt. $53' ' 
- ' • I ; • I .. ' ~ ' 
Yours sinceuly, 
. ' ! .. 
•'. 
Prof. A. c. Mascarenhaa 
DIRECTOR - BRALUP 
BUREAU Of RESOURCE ASSESSMENT 
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Application of LandS~t Data to Tanzania 
- Dr. R, B. KinQ 
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Remoto Sensing on Hydrological Aspects 
- Mr, James Ngana 
Assessment of f1ukwo Survey Using LandSet 
Data - Dr, R, B. King 
LrarmfJat· Eraba anr::l S.ooi.o E:canomic Information 
- Mr. A. ~iporrek 




























LANDSAT: SOME PRINCIPLES OF 
DATA ACQUISITION AND ANALYSIS 
J. Roger Pitblado, Ph.D. 
In 1972 the United States National Aeronautics and Space Administration 
(NASA) launched the first in a series of satellites in their Earth Resources 
Technology Satellite programme (ERTS). ERTS-1, later to 'be named LAN'DSAT-1 
was joined in space by the LANDSAT-2 satellite in 1975. Soon to accompany 
them later this year or early in 1978 will be LANDSAT-C, and later still 
will be LANDSAT-D, scheduled to be launched in 1981. (In this programme 
planned satellites are given an alphabetic designation, e.g. LANDSAT-B, 
which, upon successful launching, are then changed to a numerical desig-
nation, e.g. LANDSAT-2). 
The ERTS or LANDSAT programme was originally conceived as an experimental 
programme to determine whether earth phenomena could be a<lequately sensed 
or measured in a repetitive way from a remote platform in space, a satellite. 
The answer to that basic question is a qualified "Yes". Indeed, many 
investigators around the world speak of LANDSAT as an operational mode of 
remote sensing (as opposed to experimental), although NASA does not yet 
make that claim. 
This paper only indirectly addresses itself to the question of whether 
the LANDSAT programme can now, in 1977, be considered operational or not. 
Rather, it deals with the basic principles of LANDSAT data acquisition and 
analysis. Naturally, given the alloted time, these principles are only 
briefly sketched. In terms of analysis, emphasis is placed on those 
techniques that may be considered to be relevant in Tanzania. That is, 
the discussion will concentrate on techniques of LANDSAT data analysis 
that can be or are employed in Tanzania today. 
Data Acquisition 
LANDSAT-1 and -2 were placed in a near-polar, sun-synchronous orbit 
at a distance of approximately 900 km from the earth. The orbital period 
is 103 minutes and 14 orbits of the earth are completed each day. As the 
earth rotates, successive orbits make different ground tracks such that 
sensing is repeated over the same ground track every 18 days. In this way 
it is theoretically possible to obtain repetitive coverage in 18-day cycles 
of the earth's surface from 81°N to 81°S, inclusive. In fact, whil~ 
LANDSAT-1 and LANDSAT~2 were both operational the amount of repetitive 
coverage in some parts of the world was increased to less than 18 days. 





















On board LANDSAT-1 and LANDSAT-2 are two primary sensors. Together 
the Return Beam Vidicon (RBV) television system and the Multispectral 
Scanner (MSS) system could sense reflected radiation from the earth's 
surface in specific spectral bands in the visible and near (optical) infrared 
ranges of the electromagnetic spectrum. LANDSAT-C is designed to also 
sense in the far (thermal) infrared range. Several difficulties have made 
the RBV systems of LANDSAT-1 and -2 inoperative. Therefore the rem3inder 
of this paper deals with the acquisition and analysis of MSS data. 
The MSS system employs an oscillating mirror, an optical system, and 
fibre optics to view a strip of land 185 km wide. This continuous swath 
of ·terrain is scanned (using the oscillating mirror) by the MSS which picks 
up or senses reflected earth radiation. The scanning beam is split into 
6 lines or narrow strips to improve resolution. Using the fibre optics 
array, sensed radiation in each of the 6 strips is separated by 4 detectors 
(i.e. a total of 24 detectors in the fibre optics array). 
Each of the 4 detectors in the set of 6 is photosensitive to a 
specific range of wavelengths or bands of the electromagnetic spectrum. 
The MSS wavelength ranges are labelled Band 4, Band 5, Band 6, and Band 7 
to distinguish them from the somewhat similar wavelength ranges, Band ·1, 
Band 2, and Band 3, of the RBV system. The specific wavelength ranges of 
the MSS system are as follows: 
Band 4 500 - 600 nanometres (green/yellow) 
Band 5 600 - 700 nanometres (red) 
Band 6 700 - 800 nanometres (near infrared) 
Band 7 800 - 1100 nanometres (near infrared) 
( 1 nanometre is equal to 1 -9 x 10 metres) 
The MSS system measures the intensity of these light signals on a scale 
of 0 to 63 and transforms them into electrical signals. This information 
·can be telemetred to earth in real time (i.e. instantaneous transmission) 
if the satellite is within the range of a ground receiving station. Presently 
there are three ground stations in the United States, two in Canada, and 
one each in Brazil and Italy. There are a number of other ground stations 
in the planning stage, including the one in Zaire. If the satellite in not 
over a receiving station the data can be recorded on the satellite's tapes 
and then telemetred to earth later. 
At a LANDSAT ground station the data received from the satellites is 
stored electronically. At the station the data is also "scened". Recall 
that the MSS scans continuously a swath of terrain 185 km wide. These 
continuous swaths are then subdivided with a small amount of overlap into 
scenes 185 km x 185 km. Scenes or images can then be purchased from 
appropriate agencies .. African imagery, for example, is obtainable from the 






















The LANDSAT imagery is available in several standard forms. In the 
first instance one can purchase scenes in digital form on what are known 
as computer compatible tapes (CCT). Alternatively, ther are many photo-
graphic products. The digital information may be altered electronically 
(e.g. with an electron ~earn image recorder) to produce a photographic 
megative. This can be done for each of the four separate bands. Such a 
negative can then be used to produce film or paper prints at various scales. 
Another very useful product is a colour composite. These are produced 
by combining black-and~white (B&W) transparencies in three bands onto colour 
film, each band being exposed to a diffe~ent coloured light or filter. 
The resulting product is known as a false-colour composite (FCC) because 
the colour rendering is not what the eye would percedve if looking at 
the object being sensed. For example, very green and dense vegetation 
appears red in the FCC. 
A list of the standard EROS Data Center products is provided below. 
The list indicates the type of products that are available, their scales, 
and their approximate costs in Tanzanian shillings at the time of writing 
this paper. (Note: FCCs are not automatically produced for each and every 
LANDSAT scene. If a colour master has to be produced the purchaser must 
add the one-time fee of approx. Sh. 413/-). 
1: 3. 7M film negative (B&W) Sh. 50/-
film positive (B&W) 66/-
1: lM film negative (B&W) 83/-
film positive (B&W) 83/-
film positive (FCC) 124/-
paper (B&W) 66/-
paper (FCC) 99/-
1: 500,000 paper (B&W) 99/-
paper (FCC) 207/-




As with air photographs and other remotely sensed imagery ther are 
many keys or characteristics that are used in the interpretation of 
s~tellite imagery. Perhaps the most important principle of interpreting 





















process takes advantage of the mult~spectral character of LANDSAT data and 
can be illustrated with the following simple description. 
Virtually every element in our environment, rocks, soil, water, 
vegetation, etc., radiates or reflects energy. For the most part, this 
energy is either reflected solar energy or thermal radiation. But each 
element of the environment radiates er reflects a different amount cf 
energy along the electromagnetic spectrum. A plot of intensity of radiation 
versus wavelength is termed the spectral signature. The plot of the 
spectral signature of, say, crop A will likely be different from the plot 




Signature of Crop A 
Signature of Crop B 
Figure 1. Hypothetical spectral s~gnatures of 
crops A and B. 
In Figure 1, the peak and mean energy of the two spectral signatures 
are approximately equal. If a wide-band sensor were used to examine these 
two crops they would look alike. However, if two or more narrow-band 
sensors were employed, the signatures of the two crops could be differentiated. 
In the multispectral sensing system of LANDSAT, four relatively narrow-
band sensors are employed and have been previously described. As a broader 
example, vegetation is highly reflective of infrared radiation (Bands 6 and 
7) but low in the area of blue/green wavelengths (Band 4); but water is 
close to being the reverse of the vegetation signature. 
In principle, the objective of multispectral analysis is to match a 
particular spectral signature with a particular element of the environment 
that is under study. This assumes that spectral signatures are constant 
under all conditions, but this is not the case. With crops again as examples, 
sbtle variations in signatures arise depending on their health and state 
of growth, soil moisture conditions, soil reflectance characteristics, etc. 
In some instances this makes interpretation difficult. On the other hand, 
it does also enable one to make predictions about probable yields, identify 
moisture stress, detect disease, and so on. 
In practice, and particularly when dealing with LANDSAT imagery, the 
preciseness alluded to in the preceding paragraphs is rarely attained. 
This arises from the fact that one is not dealing with stable conditions 
and resolution characteristics of the imagery (to be dealt with later in 
the paper) leads to difficulties in signature discrimination. Even so, 
provided ground truth is available for control, these unstable signatures 




















There is now quite a wide range of techniques available for the 
interpretation of satellite imagery. Indeed, the range is rapidly 
increasing and making it difficult to keep up with the advances. For 
want of a better classification, the techniques that will and are now being 
employed in Tanzania can be discussed under three headings: visual 
interpretation, image enhancement, and digital analysis . 
Visual interpretation is pretty much self-explanatory. The interpreter 
examines the photographic LANDSAT products with the naked eye or possibly 
with the aid of a magnifying glass or instrument. The keys to interpretation 
are similar to those used for air photo interpretation: tone or colour, 
shape, pattern, texture. Unlike the interpretation of air photographs, 
satellite imagery is not amenable to stereoscopic viewing. For many this 
disadvantage is outweighed by the multispectral character of the data and 
the fact that an overview, the "big picture", is provided of the terrain 
under investigation. 
Image enhancement takes advantage of the sbtle density* differences 
that are characteristic of film emulsions but which are not readily 
apparent to the human eye. For example, the human interpreter can identify 
a significant number of gray shades on film if they are contiguous or 
close together. But the matching of similar shades of gray when they are 
quite widely separated on a piece of film is often impossible. Image 
enhancement allows the interpreter to highlight those levels of density. 
which he is most interested in. The most common forms of image enhancement 
are additive-colour and density slicing. 
* The density (D) of a photographic film can be expressed in terms 
of its transmittance (T) by the equation: 
D log 1.00 I T 
If a film is completely transparent, T is 100% and therefore D ~ 
log 1.00 I l.00 .:: 0.00, where log 1.00 .-= 0.00. 
When T is 50%, D -· log 1.00 I 0.50 ~ 0.30, and so on. 





















Although not directly, additive-colour enhancement has already been 
referred to. The false-colour composites that are part of the standard 
products list of the EROS Data Center are additive-colour enhancements. 
They were produced by taking several B&W images and projecting them in 
register (i.e. superimposed) through different colour filters as illustrated 
in Figure 2. · 
B&W Images 
L ______ I l ______ __! Filters 
Blue Green Red 
'"-
-,.,_\ '1 v 
' ' " " -- -- Coloured Image 
Figure 2. Line diagram demonstrating the principle 
of additive-colour enhancement. 
But the standard EROS product is not subject to the interpreter's control. 
With appropriate equipment - photographic, electronic, or optical-mechanical 
such control can be given to the interpreter who will then be able to 
highlight those densities that are of most interest to him. The resultant 
false-colour images so produced are those of the interpreter's discretion 
as the additive-colour enhancements are a function of the densities of the 
original B&W images, the colour of the filters used, and the relative 
intensity of the light sources for the separate multispectral images. 
Different density levels of one image may be separated from each other 
by the technique of density-slicing enhancement. For example, if one knew 
that a certain crop appeared on Band 7 film within a density range of, say, 
l.20D and l.40D, then using density-slicing this particular D-range could 
be isolated and its distribution over the original film noted. A second 
D-range, a third D-range, and so on could be separated also. The areas 
within each of these D-ranges, i.e. area equidensities, can be coloured 
seoparately then reconstituted into a single false-colour enhancement. 
Enhancement by density-slicing can be achieved either by electronic or 
photographic techniques. The photographic process can be used here to 
illustrate the principles. The original positive (e.g. a Band 7 film 
positive) in Figure 3 is made up of three levels of densities. These densities 
can be reproduced onto high contrast photographic film by sytematically 
increasing the exposure times. In the illustration, three negatives are 
produced: negative A contains an opaque zone corresponding to density level 





















the exposure is increased, negative B contains an opaque zone corresponding 
to density levels 1 and 2, and a transparent zone corresponding to density 
level 3; and finally with a further increase in exposure, negative C 
contains an opaque zone corresponding to density levels 1, 2, and 3, with 
no transparent zone at all. 
If one ~vere interested in 
which fell into density level 2, the next step would be to produce a 
positive of negative B. The result would contain a transparent zone in 
the areas of density levels 1 and 2, and an opaque zone in the area of 
density level 3. 
The final step in the process requires that negative A and the positive 
of negative B be printed together in register. The result is an equidensity 
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Positive from Negative B 
Density-slice 2 
Density-slicing process using the 





















The photographic procedure that has just been described illustrates 
the principle of density-slice enhancement using the technique of photographic 
masking. It is a rather cumbersone procedure, especially when many D-ranges 
are being investigated. The alternative, recommended photographic procedure 
for density-slicing employs the equidensity film produced by Agfa-Gevaert, 
agfacontour film. With this film, area equidensities can be produced in a 
single, simple process using conventional photographic copying procedures . 
1ne technique is accurate and repeatable. Although not as fast as 
electronic means it is certainly less expensive. 
While the visual interpretation and image enhancement techniques 
described are extremely useful, they do not take advantage of all of the 
data that LANDSAT produces. They do not do so because it is impossible to 
"cram" all of the data from a LANDSAT scene into such a relatively small 
space as a photographic product. Digital analysis techniques try to 
overcome this disadvantage by analyzing the LANDSAT multispectral data . 
at the level of a pixel. 
Recall that the MSS system breaks the scanning "beam" into 6 lines. 
Each of these lines represents a ground width of about 79 m. As the 
MSS mirror oscillates across the LANDSAT swath 3240 readings are made. As 
the width of the swath is 185 km or 185,000 m, this means that readings are 
taken every 57 m apart. In effect, one obtains a reading in each of the 
four MSS bands for a ground area of 57 m x 79 m. This small area is 
referred to as a pixel, short for "pie tu re element". In a single LANDSAT 
scene there are 3240 x 2340 (i.e. 7,581,600) pixels (Figure 4). But for 
each pixel there are four pieces of multispectral information. Therefore, 
there are 30,326,400 bits of information or data connected with each 
LA.c~DSAT scene! Little wonder then that investigators have turned to the 
use of high-speed computers to aid in the interpretation of LANDSAT imagery. 
" 
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The pixel configuration described above and illustrated in Figure 4 is 
characteristic of LANDSAT-I and LANDSAT-2. It provides for a limit of 
resolution of approx. 0.7 ha. LANDSAT-C will be superior in resolution as 





















In digital image anlysis, one approach to LANDSAT data interpretation 
is to allow the computer to examine each pixel, set up criteria by which 
pixel groups or clusters are defined, and then classify the pixels according 
to their spectral signatures with these rules. In this approach neither 
the computer nor the interpreter knows before-hand what a class represents 
in. terms of earth phenonmena. When the computer has made its classification 
(using one of many algorithms) it is up to the igterpreter to match the 
classes iwth earth phenomena not always an easy task. This is known 
as unsupervised classification. 
An alternative approach allows the interpreter to "show" the computer 
that a particular pixel or group of p~xels is miombo woodland; that another 
is upland forest; and so on. Each of these pixels or pixel groups will 
have a characteristic spectral signature that the computer will be able 
to identify from the digital information supplied by the CCT of a LANDSAT 
scene. So trained, the computer can then be instructed to code all 
pixels having the characteristic signatures i.e. the example classes 
noted above and probably a class denoting "Other". This procedure is 
referred to as supervised classification. 
There are a number of digital image analysers or processors capable 
of handling LANDSAT data produced by such American companies as General 
Electric, International Imaging Systems, and Bendix. The Plessey Co. 
of Great Britain will.soon be amrketing an image processor. All are very 
expensive! 
For the land resources inventory of Rukwa Region being conducted by 
BRALUP, use is being made of the system known as the IMAGE 100. This 
hardware/software package was developed by the General Electric Co. for 
and under the specifications of the Canada Centre for Remote Sensing. 
This system, as with most others, can only cope with an array of 512 x 512 · 
pixels at a time (i.e. 1/29 of the area of a LANDSAT scene). The IMAGE 100 
display is a high-quality TV screen from which colour slides or prints 
can be made. Additional hard copy output consists of computer print-outs 
and maps, some of which will be shown later today. 
Final Comments 
Th{s presentation of LANDSAT data acquisition and analysis principles 
has largely been text-bookish in nature. It was designed to be so in order 
to provide some common base for further deliberations during this workshop. 
Noticeably lacking.is a discussion of Applications, but this will be 
taken up by the papers which follow. 
Suffice it to say, LANDSAT imagery is being employed 'in many parts of 
the world as an aid to general land resources surveys, crop inventory and 
monitoring, flood hazard prediction, water pollution monitoring, soil 
moisture assessment, geological survey, and forest fire assessment and 
control. This is but a short list of the many uses to which LANDSAT imagery 
is being put. 
As an aside, the news media have recently being carrying repor~s on 





















Nairobi. Of significance for us here today i~ the item that Argentina, 
Peru, Chile, and Bolivia are considering the joint establishment of a 
centre that would use LANDSAT imagery and other satellite data to monitor 
the arid regions of these countries (somewhat similar to the joint project 
agreed to last January by Afghanistan, India, Iran, and Pakistan). 
In the introduction to this paper reference was made to the question 
of whether the LANDSAT programme, now after five years of experimentation, 
can be considered operational. Perhaps this is a moot question with 
reference to Tanzania the experiences to data just are not adequate 
to respond to that question. Surely the test comes from trying to apply 
the technology and thereby establishing the limits of what satellite 
imagery can and cannot do. Some of these limits to the use of LANDSAT 
imagery in Tanzania are now being explored by BRALUP and therefore their 
preliminary results to be reported in this Workshop should be of extreme 
interest. 
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